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Compas s Poin ts
2017 Stock Market Performance
US stock markets had a great
year as measured by major indexes:
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above 2,700 and the NASDAQ
closed above 7,000 for the first
time. (There have been three days
of new records set during the writing of this newsletter!)

Melt-Up?

According to the financial press
it was also a good year for Hedge
Funds. The Financial Times reported on a Hedge Fund Index that
had its best return since 2015 at
8.5%. Another Long/Short hedge
fund index generated a total return
just under 15%.

At year-end, a few market
commentators were talking about
possible market ‘melt-up’ scenarios. There are more voices joining
that chorus now. There is also the
occasional voice asserting that the
bull market will continue for another 18 – 24 months.

We couldn’t resist reporting
Hedge Fund returns alongside major index returns for the year. The
Financial Times article on hedge
fund performance closed with the
tongue-in-cheek observation that
hedge funds’ greatest area of management ability is reflected more in
their marketing success than their
investment performance.

A market ‘melt-up’ is financial
journalist speak for a period of time
near the end of a bull market where
those who have remained out of the
market for most of the run up pile
in deciding to invest. Melt-ups
usually precede market ‘meltdowns.’

More Market Highs
The first week of the New Year
continued the record-setting pattern
of 2017. All three US stock market
indexes broke new ground – again!
The Dow Jones moved solidly
above 25,000. The S & P 500 rose

These pseudo technical terms
mask a level of cynicism regarding
human behavior and markets. The
underlying conviction is simply
that “fools rush in where angels
fear to tread.” The melt-up is driven by those who wait and wait before coming late to the dance.
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Bloomberg BusinessWeek
has an acronym for the driver of
market melt-ups. It is FOMO.
People pile onto the end of a
market cycle out of the Fear Of
Missing Out.

We are not fans of tax
avoidance strategies that seek
offshore havens for the sole
purpose of avoiding taxes. We
are not fans of either individual
investors or corporations who
play this game.

New Tax Policy

That said we also recognize
the global nature of many corporations who manufacture and
sell products in multiple markets around the globe. In these
instances there are valid reasons
for maintaining assets in multiple jurisdictions. We will be
watching three things that we
think will determine whether or
not this turns out to be a positive for shareholders.

The nation now has a new
tax code. Fortunately we have
some time to sort through the
changes. The changes are substantial. We’ll try to stay focused on the impact of those
changes on our client’s investments.
It is clear that reduced corporate tax rates will be positive
for shareholders. It may take
some time before those benefits
are felt at the shareholder level.
Several large corporations have
given preliminary forecasts
predicting large, short-term tax
liabilities as they transition to
the new rules. Other large corporations have declared their
intent to increase employee
compensation, benefits and distribute bonuses in response to
the change in the code.

Repatriation of Corporate Assets
Reduced tax rates on the
repatriation of assets held outside the US is another potential
boon to corporations and their
stakeholders. This is a little
more complicated.

First, will corporations actually repatriate meaningful
amounts of dollars from
abroad?
At this stage we think this is
an important and open issue.
By ‘significant’ we mean something above and beyond a ‘de
minimus’ amount of window
dressing intended to generate
good press coverage.
Secondly, what will they do
with the repatriated assets after
the tax is paid? Dressing up
balance sheets with share buybacks would do little to stimulate economic activity in the
US.
Third, will the repatriated
assets be used for capital expenditures that could have a
stimulating effect on the do-

mestic economy and generate
increased corporate earnings.
We think this is particularly important in light of the fact that
many corporations have been
sitting on large cash reserves
within the country and elected
not to engage in capital expenditures.
Is there something about the
repatriation process and lower
tax rates that might change this
posture? Time will tell.

Bitcoin, et alia
Merrill Lynch began the
New Year by joining a handful
of other large brokerage firms
refusing to execute transactions
for Bitcoins and/or Bitcoin futures in customer accounts.
Some suggested this was a
‘luddite’ stance resisting the
inevitable march of progress.
We suspect it was an informed
decision designed to avoid corporate liability.
China initiated a crackdown
on Bitcoin mining. South Korea is considering legislation
that will prohibit transactions in
all cryptocurrencies.
“Eastman Kodak Co.
(KODK $11) surged over 50%,
after more than doubling yesterday, on the heels of the troubled former Dow member’s announcement that it will launch
an image rights management
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platform, known as KODAKOne, and a photo-centric
crypto-currency, called KODAKCoin. The company said
these are aimed at empowering
photographers and agencies to
take greater control in the image rights management using
the block chain technology.”
C. Schwab Research 1/10/2018

Please note that a stock
price increase of roughly 300%
over three days was triggered
by the announcement of ‘intent
to launch’ a product.
Weight Watchers common
stock rose nearly 25% the day
after the Golden Globe awards.
The only connection made was
the fact that Oprah Winfrey,
who owns roughly 10% of the
stock, gave a powerful speech
that generated speculation
about a possible presidential
run.
We are writing about these
events because they are excellent examples of news-driven
changes in stock valuations.
No material change occurred
in the fortunes of the corporations involved. What changed
was the news. We suspect
these examples may also be
evidence of a market melt-up
driven by true believers in
news and Bloomberg BusinessWeek’s FOMO.
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RMDs (Required Minimum Distributions)
Each New Year brings a
reset on RMD amounts based
on the closing value of retirement plan accounts for the prior year. Those of us over 70 ½
are familiar with this process.
Some clients take systematic
withdrawals during the year in
order to meet or exceed the
required RMD amount. If you
wish to make a change in the
amount you are withdrawing,
let us know and we’ll help
with the change.

Charitable Gifts of Stock
At the beginning of each
year we publish a reminder
encouraging clients who make
charitable contributions to
make the gift earlier in the year
rather than later. Making an
early contribution helps nonprofits manage expenses and
cash flow. Many non-profits
receive a sizable proportion of
their annual gifts in the last
few weeks of the year.

stock donation is easy to make
and we can help with the
transaction.
There is an old saying that
one should not “let the tax tail
wag the investment dog.”
Changes in the tax code
may effect those who do not
itemize. Even if donations are
not fully deductible we think
one should not “let the tax tail
wag the philanthropic dog.”

Totally Paperless
Charles Schwab & Co Inc.
now has a totally paperless option available. It covers everything from statements, confirms, Proxy actions and Annual reports to tax forms. Previously, only part of the list
was available in digital format.
What is required is an email
address and a Schwab Alliance
login. If you wish to make this
transition, we can help.

Paperless Folders?

The new tax code may affect some of those who previously itemized deductions, including charitable contributions, differently. We recommend consulting your tax professional for guidance.

For some years we’ve
mailed a new set of file folders
with account numbers for filing paper statements. As more
and more clients switch to paperless statements, the folders
become irrelevant.

When stocks are trading at
record highs it is a particularly
good time to be generous. A

In the last newsletter we
asked clients to let us know if
they no longer wanted file
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folders. A few responded in the
affirmative. We are happy to
send the folders if they help
organize your records. Let us
know your preference and
we’ll respond accordingly.
As we close this newsletter
the Dow Jones Industrial Average is breaking through the
26,000 mark.
Yet another
record high!

Thanks for reading!
As always, we are grateful for
your confidence and your
business.

Stephen & Susan

You can also access our
newsletters on our website
www.theroseim.com.

“Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.” This statement applies equally to the portfolios
we manage as well as any mutual
fund or individual security discussed
in this publication. Compass Points
newsletter is published for informational purposes as periodic communication with clients of The Rose Inc
Investment Management. Discussions of particular investments do
not constitute recommendations to
buy, sell or hold such investments.
Some content is drawn from other
sources that are presumed, but not
guaranteed, to be accurate. Nothing
in this publication should be construed as professional advice recommending any particular course of
action to a reader.

